EZY LOW
Chair
By Christophe Pillet

PRODUCT INFORMATION
In 2014 Christophe Pillet and Offecct launched the comfortable and timeless collection Ezy,
which consists of a easy chair, a barstool and a series of tables. Though, originally designed
for the famous Pullman Paris Eiffel Tour Hotel, the new additions to the collection offers more
ways to enjoy its comfort be it in a meeting, at a bar, at home or in an office.
”Instead of making something strange, visible and loud, I wanted to make something very
normal, simple and elegant. The purpose of the Ezy collection was to make a super functional,
normal and long lasting design”, says Christophe Pillet about the origin of the Ezy collection.
During the past year, the product development team of Offecct has worked closely with
Christophe Pillet to create additions to the collection. It now features a new chair series
available in different versions; a thin steel frame, swivel, wooden legs and high back. The table
series has also been extended with amongst other a high table.
”The first pieces of Ezy collection were contract use oriented in terms of dimensions and
proportions. By adding these new furniture to the collection, which also works in a domestic
environment, we have made it more universal”, says Pillet.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Available for the United States market.
Frame in metal with molded cold foam. Upholstered in fixed fabric or leather. Standard leather
in Elmo Soft. Swivel base in white texture lacquer with or without white castors, in aluminum
with or without black castors alternative tiltable frame with adjustable height in white texture
lacquer with white castors. Ezy low available with sledge base in black lacquered metal.
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OPTIONS
Frame in Offecct Flexicolor.
FLEXICOLOR
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DETAIL
Tiltable frame with adjustable height. Maximum seating height: 530 mm, minimum seating
height: 430 mm. Standard laqcuer white texture lacquer.

EZY LOW

H 800, S 460, W 580, D 620/460
H 31,5'', SH 18,11'', W 22,83'', D 24,41''/ 18,11''

H 800, S 460, W 580, D 620/460
H 31,5'', SH 18,11'', W 22,83'', D 24,41''/ 18,11''

H 800, S 460, W 580, D 620/460
H 31,5'', SH 18,11'', W 22,83'', D 24,41''/ 18,11''

H 770/870, S 530/430, W 580, D 620/460
H 30,31''/34,25'', SH 20,87''/16,93'', W 22,83'', D 24,41''/ 18,11''
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